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THE Bore1 fixed-point theorem [2, Prop. 15.5., p. 641 states that the action of a connected 
solvable algebraic group on a complete variety has a fixed-point. An equivalent statement 
of the theorem is that restriction of ttale coverings to the fixed-point variety is a faithful 
functor, and the object of this paper is to show that the functor is an equivalence for solvable 
groups whose factors are isomorphic to the additive group of the ground field. More 
generally, let S be a base prescheme, let G be an S-group (that is, a group scheme over S), 
and let 0 : G x s X + X be an action of G on an S-scheme X. Then restriction of &ale cover- 
ings of X to the fixed point scheme Xc is an equivalence of categories when G is a solvable 
with factors isomorphic to the additive group scheme of S and X is proper and finitely 
presented over S. 
In $7 this result is applied to the action of the group of unitriangular matrices on a 
Chow scheme, and shows that Chow schemes over an algebraically closed field are connected 
and simply connected (the connectedness has been proved by van der Waerden by essentially 
the same method [l 11). 
For Hilbert schemes the results obtained by these methods seem to be incomplete and 
will be given elsewhere. It is possible that a study of the fixed-point schemes of multiplicative 
group actions would give the complete answer. 
The reader is referred to [4] for all basic definitions and notations in the theory of 
preschemes, to [3], [8] for the definitions of group schemes and group actions to [4, No. 11, 
Ch. 0, $81, [6] for the technique of representable functors, to [5] for the fundamental group 
and Ctale coverings, and to [5], [6] for the technique of descent. References to [4] will be 
abbreviated and the above reference would be [No. 11, 0, 81. 
I am indebted to the referee for several corrections and simplifications of my arguments 
in particular for the reference to [3] for fixed point schemes. A special case of Theorem 4.1 
has been obtained (previously) by Fogarty [12] when the action on X is induced from an 
action on projective space. 
Some of the more frequently used terminology of [4] is as follows. Let T and X be 
preschemes (over S) .Then a T-valued point of X is a morphism (over S) of T into X, and 
X(T) denotes the set of T-valued points of X. A point of X with values in the spectrum of 
a ring A is said to be an A-valued point and the set of such points is denoted by X(A). 
A geometric point of a prescheme is a point with values in an algebraically closed field, and 
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a geometric fibre of a morphism is a fibre over a geometric point. The prescheme A’, 
(instead of XC,) is the prescheme X x s T -+ T obtained by base extension and when T is 
the spectrum of a ring A the prescheme X, is denoted by X0 A. The underlying reduced 
subprescheme of a prescheme X is denoted by Xred and the corresponding notation is used 
for morphisms [No. 4, 1, 51. The residue class field of a point x is denoted by k(x) and the 
fibre of an S-prescheme X over a point s is denoted by X,. The suffix S in the expression 
X x s Y for the product of two S-preschemes is usually omitted after its first appearance. 
51. CONNECTEDNESS OF MORPHISMS 
This section summarises some consequences of the theory of descent of ktale coverings 
from [5]. 
Let X, Y be preschemes (not necessarily over S), and let f: Y -+ X be a morphism. 
The morphism f determines the inverse image functor Etf: EtX -P Et Y from the category 
of Ctale coverings of X to the category of Ctale coverings of Y, [No. 32, IV, 18.2.71 or 
[5, IX, 911. 
DEFINITION 1.1. The morphism f is said to be &connected if Etf is jiulZy faithful, and 
l-connected if Etf is an equivalence. Note that f is i-connected (i = +, 1) if and only if fred is 
i-connected [No. 32, IV, 18.1.21. 
It is sometimes convenient to interpret Definition 1.1 in terms of the functor of com- 
ponents and the fundamental group. Suppose that X, Y are connected and locally neotherian. 
Let b be a geometric point of Y and a = fb. The fundamental group x1(X, a) is a profinite 
group (written multiplicatively), and EtX is equivalent to the category of finite sets with 
2,(X, a) acting continuously [5, V, p. 361. The morphismf: Y + X induces a homomorphism 
nl(f, 6) : nl( K b) -+ ~l(X 4. 
It is +-connected if and only if zl(f, b) is surjective and it is l-connected if and only if 
zl(f, b) is bijective. For X, Y not necessarily connected define n,,(f) : n,,(Y) + Q(X) to 
be the mapping of their sets of components. Then f is +-connected if and only if no(f) 
is bijective and f induces epimorphisms of the fundamental groups of the components, 
and f is l-connected if and only if n,(f) is bijective and f induces isomorphisms of the 
fundamental groups. 
We need in $6: 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let X be a locally noetherian prescheme. Suppose that X is the union 
of two closed sets XI, X, , and that Y is the union of two closed sets Y, Y, , such that f induces 
l-connected morphisms fi : Yi + Xi (i = 1, 2), and a +-connected morphism fiz : YI n Y, -+ 
XI n X, . Then f is l-connected. 
Proof. The obvious verification shows that f is +-connected. To see that f is l-connected 
we apply the theory of descent to the canonical morphisms 5 : XI + X, -+ X, 9 : YI + Yz + Y 
where X1 + X, is the disjoint union of X1, X, etc. 
Since X is locally noetherian and Xi, Yi are closed, the morphisms r, q are finitely 
presented and proper. So they are effective morphisms of descent [5, IX, Th.4.12. p. 141. 
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Let Y’ be an Ctale covering of Y, and let Yr’ be the restriction of Y’ to Yi. Then 
Yi’ =fi*Xi’ for some &ale covering Xi’ of Xi. Since Y1’ + Yz’ = q* Y’ it has a descent 
datum [6, No. 190, Def. 1.61, namely the identity isomorphism between Y1’ 1 Yl n Yz and 
Yz’ ] Y1 n Y, . This descent datum (don&e de descente) induces a descent datum for X1’ + X,’ 
sincef,, is Jr-connected. Hence Y’ = f*X’ for some Ctale covering X’ of X and f is l-con- 
nected. 
Suppose now that X, Y are S-preschemes and f: Y -+ X is a morphism over 5’. 
DEFINITION 1.3. The morphism f: Y -+ X is universally i-connected (relative to S) if the 
morphisms f x s 1 T are i-connected for all S-preschemes T. It is easily verified that universal 
i-connectedness is local on S. 
For each point s of S, let E(s) be an algebraic closure of the residue-class field k(s), let 
X, be the geometric fibre X, @k(S) k(s), and let fs : Fs + X, be the morphism induced by f. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Suppose that X, Y are proper andfinitely presented over S. Then a 
morphism f : Y + X is universally i-connected if the morphismsfs are i-connectedfor all points 
SOfS. 
Proof. Since the property of being universally i-connected is local on S, we may 
assume that S is affine. Further since X, Y are finitely presented we may also assume that S 
is noetherian [No. 28, IV, 8.8.3, 8.9, 8.10.5(xii), No. 32, IV, 17.7.81. 
Suppose that the morphisms Ts are +-connected. Let 
X+X’-+S, Y-+ Y’+S 
be the Stein factorisations of X, Y over S, and letf’ : Y’ + X’ be the morphism induced by f 
[No. 11, III, 4.31. Sincefs is +-connected the morphisms n,(fs) are bijective. Now the geo- 
metric points of ys’, xs’ correspond to the components of Fs, X, . So the morphismf’ is 
radicial and surjective [No. 8, II, 6.1.51. Further since Y’ is finite over Sand X’ is separated, 
the morphism f’ is finite. So f’ is l-connected [5, IX, Th.4.10, p. 131. 
Consider now X, Y as schemes over X’, Y’. The fibres of X are connected, and the 
structural morphism of X is surjective and proper (in particular closed), so by point-set 
topology the mapping of sets of components induced by the structural morphism of X is 
bijective. Hence it is sufficient to consider the case of X, Y connected. 
Continue to regard X, Y as schemes over X’, Y’. By a property of Stein factorisations 
their geometric fibres are connected. So the conditions of [5, IX, Cor.6.11, p. 321 are satisfied 
by X, Y, and we now apply this result to show that f is $-connected. For each point q of Y’ 
choose an algebraic closure k(q) of k(q), choose a geometric point b, of the fibre Yq with 
values in k(q), and choose a homomorphism, q 4 : rcr( yq, b4) + x1( Y, b) given by a class of 
paths [5, V, p. 371 from b, to b in Y. Let p = f ‘q. Since f’ is surjective and radicial we may 
identify k(q) with an algebraic closure &) of k(p). Let a4 = f b, , a = f b, and let 5, be the 
image underf’ of the class of paths that defines vq. Let G, H be the subgroups of x1(X, a), 
nl( Y, b) generated by the images of 5,) q4 (note that sincef’ is surjective p runs through all 
points of X as q runs through the points of Y). From the corollary cited above the commu- 
tative diagram. 
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1 + H-, n,( Y, b) + 7L1( Y’, b’) + 1 
I I J 
1 -+ G -+ rci(X, a) -+ rci(X’, a’) + 1, 
where a’, b’ are the images of a, b in X’, Y’, has exact rows. Sincef’ is l-connected the last 
column is an isomorphism, and since the morphismsf, are &connected the first column is 
an epimorphism. It follows that zi(f, b) is an epimorphism. So,fis +-connected. 
Suppose now that the morphisms Is are l-connected. Since S may be assumed to 
be noetherian and universall-connectedness i  local, we can take S to be the spectrum of a 
noetherian local ring. Using the Stein factorisation as above shows that we may also assume 
that the fibres of X, Y are geometrically connected. 
We prove first thatf, is l-connected. Let 6 be a geometric point of ys, let b be its image 
in Y,, and let a, a be the images of 6, b in Zs, X,. From [5, IX, Th. 6.1, p. 261 the commu- 
tative diagram 
1 + nnl( E, 5) -+ nnl( 5, b) -+ n,(W, W) + 1 
l. 1 II 
1 + %(jr, 9 3) --) %(K? 4 + ~,W), m + 1 
has exact rows. Since fs is l-connected, n,(fs, 6) is an isomorphism. So n,(fs , b) is an iso- 
morphism, and f, is l-connected. 
We now prove that f is l-connected. Since f is +-connected we have only to show that 
an &ale covering Y,, of Y is the inverse image f *X0 of some ttale covering A’, of X. Let s 
be the closed point of S, and let 3 be the completion of S. Regard $ as an S-scheme. Write 
8 for X x s $, f : P-+ 8 for the morphism induced by f, and p, for the covering of P 
induced from Ye by the canonical morphism Y+ Y. In the diagram 
r, + 
1 : 
X,+3 
the morphism f, is l-connected and from [5, IX, Th. 1 .lO, p. 41 the two rows are l-connected. 
So f is l-connected, and there exists a unique &ale covering X,,’ of 8 such that Fe =3*X,‘. 
It remains to be shown that this isomorphism “descends” to an isomorphism Ye E f *X,, , 
where X0 is an &ale covering of A’. 
Write ,!A?’ for 3 x,3 and s3 for’s x,3 xss, writef’: Yx,$?+Xx,$’ for the 
morphism induced by f: Y + X, and write 
pj:xx,$L~,qj: Yx,K+ P (j=1,2) 
for the morphisms induced by the projections of $2 on its jth factor. Note that since f is 
universally $-connected the morphisms fi are &-connected. 
By definition ?,, has a descent datum: namely, an isomorphism p : ql* ?, z q2* PO 
satisfying a cocycle condition on s3 [6, No. 190 Dtf. 1.61. So since 3” is +-connected, 
there is a unique isomorphism A :pl*go =p2*z0 such that p =j2*(A). Sincefj is -)-connec- 
ted the cocycle condition for p implies the cocycle condition for 1. Thus X,,’ is endowed with 
a descent datum compatible with the descent datum of ?e. Now the canonical morphism 
of8 onto Xisfaithfullyflat and quasi-compact (since it is induced by the canonical mor- 
phism 3 + S), so from [5, IX, Proposition 4.1, p. S] the isomorphism ?, E 3.X,,’ descends. 
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52. FIXED POINT SCHEMES 
A group action 8 : G x s X + X defines a fixed point functor XG from the category of 
S-preschemes to the category of sets [3, VIII, @.5(d), (e).]. We summarise the definition 
of Xc. Let T be an S-prescheme. A T-valued point x : T + X determines a morphism 
G, + G, x X, and hence a morphism q(x) : GT -+ X, . The point x is said to be a fixed point 
if q(x) is the composition of the structural morphism of G, and xT . Taking XG(T) to be the 
set of fixed T-valued points defines a subfunctor XG of the functor of points X of X. 
It is shown [ibid] that XG exists and is a closed subscheme of X provided that G is essentially 
free over S and X is separated over S. In particular these conditions are satisfied for G the 
additive group scheme of S and X proper over S. More generally it is sufficient to assume 
that G has a normal series with factors isomorphic to the additive group scheme of X, since 
XG = (X H G’H when H is a normal subgroup of G whose quotient G/H exists. ) 
Finally note the following three properties of fixed point schemes (when they exist): 
forming the fixed point scheme is compatible with base change, that is ( Xr)Gr = (Xc), ; the 
underlying spaces of XG and (Xr,JG are the same; if X1, X, are subschemes of X invariant 
under G then (X1 n X2)’ = XIG n XzG. 
!j3. ADDITIVE GROUP ACTIONS ON POINTS AND CURVES 
Let k be a field. Take S to be Spec k, and G to be the additive group scheme Spec k [t] 
of the field k. Suppose that X is a proper scheme over k with dimension at most 1, and that 
G acts on X. 
THEOREM 3.1. The inclusion morphism I : XG + X is universally l-connected. 
ProoJ From Proposition 1.4 and the compatibility of forming the fixed point scheme 
with change of base, it is sufficient to prove that for an algebraically closed field k the 
morphism I is l-connected. Further in the commutative diagram 
(X,,JG -+ Xred 
;G -_) t 
the columns are l-connected (by $2 and [No. 32, IV, 18.1.21). So we may also suppose that 
X is reduced. Since G is connected the theorem is now trivial for dimension zero. 
Suppose that X has dimension 1. Applying Proposition 1.2 shows that we may suppose 
that X is irreducible. If Xc = X, there is nothing to prove. So suppose Xc # X, and let x 
be a point of X\XG. The action of G on x determines a morphism h : G -+ X. From [3, 5B, 
XII, Lemma 31 the quotient of G by the stabilizer of x is isomorphic to G. So we may assume 
that h is an immersion. Extend G to the projective line P over k by adding a point at infinity. 
Then h extends to h’ : P+ X by [No. 8, 11, 7.3.81. So the fixed point set Xc is just h’(o). 
The morphism h’ is finite and surjective. Since h is an immersion and h’-l(h’(o)) is 
just CD, it follows that h’ is radicial, and from [5, IX, Th. 4.10, p. 131 h’ is l-connected. So, 
as P is simply connected [5, XI, p. I], the scheme X is simply connected, and the inclusion 
XG + X is l-connected. 
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$4. THE CONNECTED COMPONENTS OF Xc 
Take the base scheme to be the spectrum of an algebraically closed 
be the additive group scheme of k, and take X to be a proper scheme 
field k, take G to 
on which G acts. 
Extend G to the projective line P over k and let w be the point at infinity of P. Let Y be 
an integral (that is, reduced and irreducible) subscheme of X (not necessarily a closed sub- 
scheme). The action 6’ : G x k X-+ X induces a rational mapping [No. 8, I, 7.1.21 ‘py : 
P x k Y -_) X, and since the local ring of P at or) is a discrete valuation ring it follows from 
[No. 32, IV, 20.4.101 that dom qy (the domain of q’) contains the generic point of the sub- 
scheme o x k Y of P x k Y. So, since G x k Y is also contained in dom qy, there is a maximal 
non-empty open subscheme P of Y such that dom ‘py 2 P x k %? Define o(Y) to be the 
closed image [No. 4, I, 9.5.31 of o x Punder the morphism 4’ : P x P+ X determined by 
‘py. Clearly o(Y) E_ Xc, in particular Xc is non-empty. Note also that since P is integral 
o(Y) is integral [ibid. 9.5.91. 
For a point x of X define o(x) to be o( Y) where Y is the closure of x. Suppose that X 
is irreducible. Since qy is the restriction of (px to P x Y its domain contains P x (8 n Y). 
Hence : 
LEMMA 4.1.1 If X is irreducible then o(x) c o(X) f or all points x of the non-empty open 
set 8. 
We also need: 
LEMMA 4.1.2. Let q : E -+ A be a proper morphism of an irreducible scheme E onto a 
locally noetherian scheme A. Then a closed subscheme C of E meeting the Jibre of cp over the 
generic point c( of A meets each component of every fibre of cp. 
Proof. Taking the Stein factorisation q shows that we may assume that the fibres of 
cp are connected. Since q(C) is closed and contains c(, it follows that q(C) = A-that is, C 
meets every fibre. 
THEOREM 4.1. The mapping q,(l) induced by the inclusion 1 : Xc + X is bijective. 
Proof. Since Xc is non-empty when X is non-empty, it is sufficient to prove that Xc 
is connected when X is connected. 
Suppose that X = X1 u X, where X1, X, are closed and X # Xi, X # X, . Since G 
is connected X,, X, are invariant under G. So Xc and X1’ u X,’ have the same underlying 
space. Now X1’ n X2’ is (X1 n X,)‘and since X is connected X1 n X2 is non-empty. So 
X1’ n X2’ is non-empty, and Xc is connected if XIG, X,’ are connected. Thus it is sufficient 
to prove that Xc is connected when X is integral. 
We have only to show that there is a connected curve in Xc joining two points x, y 
of Xc. Let u be a point of 8 in the same affine open set V as x. 
There exists an irreducible closed curve A in X joining x, U. (Embedding V as a dense 
open set of a projective scheme V* and applying Bertini’s Theorem [l] to V* shows that 
there exists such a curve in V x Spec K for some extension K of k. The properties of Chow 
Schemes show that irreducibility is algebraic. So there is suitable curve in V, (cf. [lo, p. 147, 
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Lemma Ill.) Let a be the generic point of A. Since c( E 8 it follows from Lemma 4.1.1 that 
o(a) E w(X). 
Let E be the closed image of G x A x A in X x A under the morphism 0 x 1,. Let 
CQ be (v, l,)a, where the morphism (v, IA) : A -+ X x A is induced by the inclusion v : A -+ X 
and the identity 1,. Let CQ be (Qx, 1,J (0, a, c() (defined since tl is in x). The closures C,, C, 
of CQ, a2 are contained in E, and the projection $ : X x A + A maps CQ, clp to GI. So applying 
Lemma 4.1.2 to the restriction $1 E shows that each connected component of ($1 E)-’ (x) 
meets both C,, C, . Since the projection of C, into X is w(a) it follows that any one of these 
projects onto a connected curve joining x to o(a). Let C be one of these connected curves. 
It is invariant under the action of G since it is the image of a connected component of a 
fibre of $1 E. So C n XG and CG have the same underlying space. By Theorem 3.1 the curve 
Cc is connected. Thus x and w(X) are joined by a connected curve in XG. Similarly there is 
such a curve joiningy to o(X). But o(X) is irreducible and lies in Xc. So x, y are joined by 
a connected curve in Xc. 
The referee has pointed out that Chevalley’s theorem that a Bore1 subgroup B of a smooth 
connected affine algebraic group G over an algebrically closed field is self-normalizing (set 
theoretically) follows from Theorem 4.1. For since B is the neutral component of the nor- 
malizer of the unipotent part U of B, it is sufficient to show that the action of U on B/G has 
one fixed point, and this follows from Theorem 4.1 since the fixed point set is finite. The 
proof of Theorem 4.1 is similar to Chevalley’s proof. 
$5. COVERINGS OF GROUP ACTIONS 
First let G, X, k be as in 44. 
LEMMA 5.1.1. Let Y be an Ctale covering of X. Then the action 0 : G x k X + X is covered 
byanactionp:Gx,Y-t Y. 
Proof. The product projection $ : 6* Y + Y covers 0, so it is sufficient to show that 
there is a covering isomorphism M : G x Y = 8* Y and that $a is a group action. 
Let x E X. The morphism 6 1 G x x factors through the projective line P x x. Since P 
is simply connected [5, XI, p. I], it follows that 8* Y 1 G x x is trivial. So from [5, X, Cor. 1.7, 
p, 41 O* Y = G x k Y’, where Y’ is an ttale covering of Y. 
Let e be the identity of G. The restriction O* Y I e x X is isomorphic to Y, So Y’ = Y, 
and there exists an isomorphism tl : G x k Y = 8* Y such that t@(e, y) = y. 
Define 40 to be I&. Then cp(e, y) = y. We show that cp is a group action. Let q : Y-+ X 
be the covering morphism. Since cp covers 0 
VP(9, cp(s’, Y)) = Vf+N’, Y) kg E G, Y E Y). 
Also, 
&, cp(e, Y)) = q(e, Y) (Y E Y). 
So by the unique lifting property for Ctale morphisms [5, I, Cor. 5.4, p. 71 it follows that 
q(g, cp(g’, y)) = cp(gg’, y). Thus cp is a group action. 
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Suppose now that S is any prescheme, that G is the additive group scheme Spec 0,[t] 
of S, where 0, is the sheaf of local rings of S, and that G acts on a proper finitely presented 
S-scheme X. 
THEOREM 5.1. The inclusion 1 : XG --t X is universally $-connected. 
Proof. From Proposition 1.4 it is sufficient to show that the morphisms i, are f- 
connected for all points s of S. So, since forming the fixed point scheme is compatible with 
change of base, it is sufficient o prove the theorem for S the spectrum of an algebraically 
closed field k. The scheme X is then noetherian. So we have only to prove that no(z) is 
bijective and that the homomorphisms of the fundamental groups of the components are 
surjective. From Theorem 4.1 the mapping n,(z) is bijective. So we may assume that X is 
connected and show that z induces an epimorphism of fundamental groups. Thus we have 
to prove that the restriction to XG of a connected Ctale covering Y of X is connected [5, V, 
Prop. 6.9, p. 341. 
By Lemma 5.1.1 the action of G on X is covered by an action G on Y. Since G is con- 
nected, the schemes YG and Y 1 XG are the same. So from Theorem 4.1 the restriction Y 1 XG 
is connected and the theorem is proved. 
From Theorem 5.1. we may deduce a generalisation of Lemma 5.1.1: 
THEOREM 5.2. Let Y be an Ctale covering of X. Then there is a unique group action 
cp:Gx,Y_tYcoveringtheaction8:Gx,X+X. 
Proof. Let + : 0* Y --t Y be the product projection. Since 0 1 G x XG is just the 
projection of G x XG onto XG (by the construction of Xc) it follows that there is an iso- 
morphism 
cqGx,YIGx,XG=O*Y]GxsXG 
such that @z&g, y) = y. Since the inclusion XG -+ X is universally &connected, the mor- 
phism G x s X G + G x s Xis $-connected. So q, extends to an isomorphism CL: G x s Y + 8* Y. 
Define q~ to be $a. As in the last part of the proof of Lemma 5.1.1 it follows that cp is a 
group action. 
$6. THE MAIN THEOREM 
DEFINITION 6.1. The S-group scheme G is said to be S-solvable ifit has a normal series 
G,(=O) c G1 c . . . c G,( = G) with quotients Gi/Gi_ 1 isomorphic to the additive group scheme 
of s. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let G be an S-solvable group and let G act on a proper,$nitely presented 
S-scheme X. Then the inclusion z : Xc + X is universally I-connected. 
Proof. From Proposition 1.4 and the compatibility of forming fixed point schemes 
with change of base it follows that it is sufficient o prove that z : XG --) X is l-connected 
when S is the spectrum of an algebraically closed field k. Since XG = (XGr-l)G’Gr-l and 
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XGr-’ is proper and finitely presented (for X is now noetherian) G may be taken to be the 
additive group scheme of k. 
The result is now proved by induction on dim X- the dimension of X. By Theorem 3.1 
it is true for dim X = 0, 1. Take n > 1 and suppose it is true for dimensions less than n. 
We show first that it is sufficient to prove it for an irreducible scheme X with dimension n. 
Suppose that X = X1 u X,, where Xi, X, are closed subschemes different from X and 
dim X1 A X, < dim X. The inclusion (X1 n X2)’ +X: n X2 is l-connected by the induction 
hypothesis. So since Xi’ n X, ’ = (X1 n X2)‘, Proposition 1.2 shows that the theorem is true 
for X if it is true for Xi, X, . Thus we may suppose that X is irreducible. 
From [9, p. 4061 there exists a non-constant meromorphic function f on X invariant 
under the action of G. Regard f as being a rational mapping with values in P, the projective 
line over k. Let Y be the graph off in P x k X [No. 32, IV, 20.4.11, and let 
g: Y-P, h: Y-+X 
be the projections of Y onto P, X. The group G acts on P x X by the trivial action on P 
and the action 6 on X. So, since f is invariant under G, it follows that G acts on Y and the 
morphisms g, h are G-morphisms. 
We show first that the theorem is true for the scheme Y. Let p be a point of P, let Y, 
be the fibre of Y over p, and let ( Y’), , be the fibre of YG over p. The schemes ( Y G)P and 
(Y,)” are equal and by the induction hypothesis the inclusion (Y,)” --f Y, is l-connected. 
So the inclusion ( Y 3, -+ Yp is l-connected, and from Proposition 1.4 the inclusion Y G --f Y 
is l-connected. In particular any etale covering of YG extends to an ttale covering of Y. 
We complete the proof of the theorem by a descent argument. From Theorem 5.1 the 
inclusion z : Xc -+ X is +-connected, so we have only to show that an Ctale covering L, of Xc 
can be extended to an &ale covering L of X. 
The definition of Y shows that h-r(X’) and YG have the same underlying space. So 
h*L,, extends to an etale covering M of Y. Since h is proper and surjective it is an effective 
morphism of descent for Ctale coverings [5, IX, Th. 4.12, p. 141. So to show that M descends 
to an extension L of L,-, it is sufficient to show that the descent datum of h*L,, extends to a 
descent datum for M. Let hi : Y x x Y + Y be the projection on the ith factor of Y x x Y 
and let hi’ : YG xX YG -+ YG be the projection on the ith factor. Note that G acts 
on Y x x Y, that its fixed point scheme is YG x x YG, and hence from Theorem 5.1, that 
the inclusion YG x x YG --f Y x xY is $-connected. The descent datum of h*L, is the iso- 
morphism 
induced by interchanging the factors of YG x x Y ‘. So from the previous remark pLo extends 
to an isomorphism 
p : h,*M E hz*A4. 
A similar remark for Y x x Y x x Y shows that the cocycle condition for p,, implies that for 11. 
So M descends to an extension L of L, . 
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$7. CHOW SCHEMES 
Let P” be the n-dimensional projective space over the base scheme S. The scheme P” 
is Proj Q,[to , . . . , t,], where OS is the structure sheaf of Sand t,, , . . . , t, are indeterminates 
[No. 8, II, 41. Take Pi (i < n) to be the subscheme determined by the ideal of @,[t, , . . . , t,] 
generated by ti+l, . . . , tn. Let GL”+l be the group of non-singular matrices of degree 
IZ + 1 over S, and let the action of GL”+’ on P” be determined by mapping ti + c aij tj. 
The unitriangular group J defined by the ideal with generators ai, - 1 and aij (i > j) leaves 
the subschemes Pi invariant. Conversely it can be easily verified that when S is the spectrum 
of a field, the only closed sets of P” invariant under J are the underlying spaces of the 
subschemes Pi. 
Let C(n, d, g) be the Chow scheme of cycles of P” with dimension d and order g 
[7, p 111; 8, p, 1091. The action of GL”+l on P” induces an action on C(n, d, g)--this follows 
from the definition of C(n, d,g) as a representable functor. So, since the group Jis S-solvable, 
the inclusion z : C(n, d, g)J + C(n, d, g) is l-connected. 
The fibre of C(n, d, g)” over a geometric point s of S represents the d-dimensional cycles 
with order g invariant under J. But the only such cycle is gP’. So the structural morphism 
y of the S-scheme C(n, d, g)J is radicial and surjective; also, since C(n, d, g)J is proper over S, 
it follows that y is finite. Hence from [5, IX, Th. 4.10, p. 131 y is l-connected, and we have 
proved :
THEOREM 7.1. The structural morphism of a Chow scheme is l-connected. In particular, 
a Chow scheme over an algebraically closedfield is connected and simply connected. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Z: 
7. 
; 
10: 
11. 
12. 
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